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Abstract: Many algorithms require prior information about test subjects for heart rate (HR) detection. In 

this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for detecting the HR of previously unknown species based on the 

Pan-Tompkins (PT) algorithm without a priori knowledge. In this improved PT algorithm, some parameters 

that need to be predefined can be adaptively adjusted according to the recognition of previous species. In 

the recognition step, a clustering algorithm is applied to obtain the rough RR intervals, and a decision tree is 

applied for species recognition by using two features: the rough RR intervals and the proportion of the ECG 

power of frequency that is less than 5 Hz. The accuracy and the Kappa of species classification in the 

recognition step can reach 93.15% and 90.23%, respectively. In the HR detection step, the improved PT 

algorithm is used to precisely detect the HR of rats, mice, humans, frogs and rabbits, and the results show 

that this method has good performance. In particular, we apply the proposed algorithm to test some ECG 

signals in humans from the MIT-BIH database. The results show that the accuracy of the proposed 

algorithm for detection of HR in humans reaches 99.71%. 
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1. Introduction 

As an important physiological index, heart rate (HR) is closely related to many biological features, such as 

body mass and the lifespan of mammals [1], [2]. For humans, HR is a particularly useful clinical variable that 

can indicate some serious diseases, including cardiovascular diseases and cancers [3], [4]. To measure HR, 

the electrocardiogram (ECG) has been widely used for many years, and the feasibility of some novel 

ECG-based methods for non-contact HR measurement have recently been explored [5]. Additionally, 

non-contact technologies for HR measurement can be achieved by analyzing videos of faces or time-lapse 

images from a CCD camera [6], [7].  

In ECG-based detection methods, some useful features of ECG signals need to be extracted for HR 

measurement. Compared to other features, the RR intervals may be more feasible to extract in the presence 

of noise. To rapidly and accurately detect RR intervals, many algorithms for detecting the QRS complex have 

been investigated, including filter-based algorithms [8]-[13], wavelet-based algorithms [14], [15] and 

neural networks [16], [17]. In addition, because of the importance of QRS detection in studies and other 

applications, more algorithms have been reviewed in [18]. Wavelet-based algorithms and neural networks 

have good performance in QRS detection, but it is difficult to apply them in real time because of their 
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complexity [14]-[17]. For filter-based algorithms, adaptive filters have been widely studied and used for 

QRS detection. However, some require prior information for test subjects to set the parameters [8], [11].  

In this work, the goal is to find a simple method for detecting the HR of previously unknown species 

without knowing prior information about them. First, the species are recognized by using a decision tree in 

which the rough RR interval is one of the features extracted with a clustering algorithm. Second, the HR of 

species is detected by using an improved Pan-Tompkins (PT) algorithm, where the parameters are 

determined from the recognition results for previous species. For evaluation, the proposed algorithm is 

applied to detect the HR of rats, mice, humans, frogs and rabbits, and the ECG signals were collected using 

the BL-420N (information) biological signal acquisition and processing system produced by Chengdu 

Techman Software Co., Ltd. Finally, the proposed algorithm is used to test some ECG signals from humans 

included in the MIT-BIH database. 

2. Methods 

The procedure for detecting the HR of diverse species by using the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 

In the signal preprocessing step, adaptive filters are used to remove the baseline wander and the power-line 

interference, and the Kalman filter is used to further reduce noise disturbance. These filters do not require 

prior knowledge about the test species. Next, the square of the first derivative of the filtered ECG signals is 

calculated for species identification and HR detection, and a restriction function is used on the processed 

signals to limit the excessive values. It is worth mentioning that many algorithms for accurate QRS detection 

require prior knowledge of test subjects, and with this approach, we only roughly calculate the RR intervals 

as a feature without any prior knowledge. Therefore, in the feature extraction step, the rough RR intervals 

are extracted as the main feature for species recognition, and the R peak is obtained by using a clustering 

algorithm. In addition, to improve the recognition performance, another feature, which is the power 

proportion of frequencies less than 5 Hz, is considered. In the recognition step, the species are predicted by 

a decision tree, where the two extracted features are used. In the last step, the HR is detected with an 

improved PT algorithm, in which the detected location is determined by the rough RR intervals from the 

results of feature extraction and the chosen empirical values from the results of species recognition. 

 

Start

Signal preprocessing

Feature extraction

Species recognition

HR detection

End
 

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed HR detection algorithm for diverse species. 
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 Preprocessing 2.1.

By using the BL-420N, we collected 97 segments of ECG data from rats, mice, frogs, humans and rabbits 

for our research. The sampling rate of each species is 2000 Hz. In the preprocessing step, each processed 

segment should include at least two R peaks. In this study, the length of each selected ECG segment is 

between 5-10 s, and the length is sufficient to meet the required conditions. In general, ECG signals are 

susceptible to disturbances, such as baseline drift and power frequency disturbance [15]. Some filters 

require prior knowledge of ECG signals for setting parameters, such as the cut-off frequency and window 

width [11], [19]-[21]. For interpreting ECG signals without any prior knowledge about them, it is difficult to 

use these filters. Therefore, we just filter noise according to the noise characteristics. To remove the 

baseline drift and the power frequency disturbance, we choose adaptive filters whose reference signals are 

constant 1 and sine/cosine signals of 50 Hz, respectively [22], [23]. Next, a Kalman filter is used to reduce 

other kinds of noise disturbance. 

After filtering, the square of first derivative of filtered ECG signals is calculated. We search all the local 

maximum points on the square of first derivative of the filtered ECG signals for locating R peaks. Empirically, 

the local maximum points corresponding to the R wave are much higher than other local maximum points. 

However, among the local maximum points corresponding to the R wave, some would be much higher than 

the rest. Therefore, to effectively use a clustering algorithm to search for R peaks, the amplitude of 

excessively high points should be limited. In this paper, we use a restriction function expressed as 
1log( 1)cor oriA a a A          (1) 

where corA and oriA  denote the corrected amplitude and original amplitude, respectively. Equation 1 

implies that the restriction becomes obvious as a  decreases. In this study, a  is set as the global 

maximum amplitude of the processed ECG signal segment. Consequently, the global maximum amplitude of 

the corrected curve is reduced to 0.69 times that of the original curve. However, in practice, a  can be 

properly adjusted according to the performance. If no restriction is required, a  should be a sufficiently 

large number. In addition, as the amplitude decreases, this restriction is increasingly obscure. Although the 

process would shorten the gap between the local maximum points that corresponds to R waves and other 

irrelevant maximum points, observation shows that the gap is still obvious after correction. The curve of 

Eq.1 is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Curve of the corrected amplitude (blue solid line) in which the red dashed line is the reference line of 

the original amplitude. The curves show that a larger amplitude for ECG signals leads to more change. 
 

 Feature Extraction 2.2.

In this step, we extract two features from ECG segments for species recognition: the rough RR interval 

and the power proportion of frequencies less than 5 Hz. Without excess accuracy, the RR interval is roughly 

obtained by using a clustering algorithm and can be a good feature for species recognition. The clustering 
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algorithm divides all the local maximum points into two classes, and the class with the larger mean is the 

target class. The RR intervals are obtained by calculating the time intervals between two neighbouring local 

maximum points in the target class. The reason for why we use rough RR intervals rather than accurate RR 

intervals as the main feature is to avoid using prior knowledge. After classifying all the local maximum 

points with a clustering algorithm, we need to screen the target points, which are too close to each other. In 

fact, if there is more than one target point located in the time interval of 25 ms, the point with the maximum 

amplitude should serve as the targeted point. For this reason, the HR of the test species should be less than 

2400 bpm. Indeed, this method can effectively select the points corresponding to R waves, as shown in Fig. 

3. 

 

Fig. 3. R peaks of ECG signal segments from rats, mice, frogs, humans and rabbits predicted by a clustering 

algorithm. 
 

The statistics of values for the two features are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the rough RR intervals more 

accurately correspond to the HR of five species. Moreover, the values of the feature for five species have 

distinct distributions. However, the ranges of these rough RR intervals for different species still have 

overlaps, which may cause error recognition. For example, the overlap between the rough RR intervals of 

rats and rabbits is obvious because their HRs are similar to each other. Therefore, we add another feature to 

reduce errors, and those values are shown in Fig. 4(b). This feature is not as good as the rough RR intervals, 

but it can enhance the differences between five species, as shown in Fig. 4(c). 

  

Fig. 4. (a) The box plot of rough RR intervals in relation to five species. (b) The box plot of the power 

proportion of frequencies less than 5 Hz in relation to five species. (c) Scatter plot of rough RR intervals and 

power proportion of frequencies less than 5 Hz in relation to five species. 
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 Species Recognition 2.3.

In this step, we use a decision tree to predict the species type using 3310 samples. These samples are 

randomly divided into two parts. One part is the training data (70%), and another part is the test data 

(30%). To evaluate the species recognition performance with multiple aspects, we calculate the sensitivity 

and the precision, which are widely used as the evaluation indexes. The sensitivity can be calculated by 

TP
R

TP FN


           (2) 

where TP  denotes the true positive and FN denotes the false negative. The precision can be calculated 

with 

TP
P

TP FP


           (3) 

where FP denotes the false positive. 

The values of the sensitivity and the precision are obtained by running the program 100 times, as shown 

in Fig. 5. These box plots in Fig. 5 show how well the method predicts those species type. Fig. 5(a) shows 

that the mean values of sensitivity for the five species are over 92%, and the maximum value of sensitivity 

for frogs and humans, in particular, can reach 100%. Fig. 5(b) shows that the mean values of precision for 

rats, frogs and rabbits are between 80% and 90%, and the values for humans and mice approach 100%. It is 

known that the sensitivity and the precision are mutually restrictive, but here, both of them are comparably 

ideal for species recognition. Additionally, the sensitivity and the precision as well as the accuracy and the 

Kappa are calculated, which reach 93.15% and 90.23%, respectively. 

 

Fig. 5. Sensitivity (left) and precision (right) of species prediction using a decision tree where the values of 

two features in Fig. 4 are used as the training data (70%) and test data (30%). The decision tree is run 100 

times, and the training data and the test data are randomly selected each time. 
 

 HR Detection with the Improved PT Algorithm 2.4.

The rough RR intervals obtained in the feature extraction step would not be the ideal parameters for HR 

prediction. Moreover, it is difficult to directly detect the RR intervals from ECG signals by using the 

traditional PT algorithm because the width of the sliding window and the detected location cannot be set 

without some prior knowledge [11]. Therefore, in this step, we develop an improved PT algorithm for 

species HR detection with parameters that can be set adaptively according the recognition results for 
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previous species. 

In the traditional PT algorithm, the width of the sliding window is set according to the width of the QRS 

complex of the test subject, and the time interval of detection is also predefined. Therefore, when 

measurements for the test subject are unknown, these parameters cannot be set. In the improved PT 

algorithm, the width of the sliding window is set by an empirical value according to the results for species 

recognition. The empirical values are listed in Table 1. For the detected location, the time interval between 

the detection start point and the last detection termination point is set according to the width of the QRS 

complex and the rough RR interval each time. 

 

Table 1. Sliding Window Width for Various Species 
Species Category Sliding Window Width (Samples) 

Human 200 

Frog 300 

Rabbit 240 

Rat 171 

Mice 150 

 

3. Results 

 Animal HR Detection 3.1.

The proposed algorithm is developed on a MATLAB workspace to process the ECG signal segments 

collected by the BL-420N (information) biological signal acquisition and processing system with a sampling 

rate of 2000 Hz. 

The performance of the proposed algorithm on HR detection for rats, mice, frogs and rabbits is shown In 

Fig. 6. From Figs. 6(a) to 6(d), it can be seen that the four animals have very different HRs. However, Figs. 

6(a) to 6(d) show that the proposed algorithm has good performance on HR detection for the four animals. 

The reason for the good performance is that when the PT algorithm is used, the time interval of detection is 

adaptively adjusted by the rough RR intervals, and the width of the sliding window is adjusted by the QRS 

width according to Table 1. This method can detect the HR of animals in real time.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Detection of R peaks with the proposed algorithm for (a) frogs, (b) rabbits, (c) rats and (d) mice. 
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 Human HR Detection 3.2.

In Fig. 7, the proposed algorithm is compared with the standard PT algorithm for human HR detection. In 

Fig. 7(a), the standard PT algorithm misjudges R peaks on the horizontal straight line for the front segment 

of the ECG signal. In contrast, the proposed algorithm can recognize and eliminate the meaningless signal 

segments and perfectly detect the R peak, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Moreover, for the meaningful ECG signal 

segments, the proposed algorithm performs better than the standard PT algorithm. The comparisons in Fig. 

7(c) and Fig. 7(d) show that the proposed algorithm can perfectly detect the real R peaks, but some 

omissions and errors appear when using the PT algorithm for HR detection. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison between the proposed algorithm and the standard PT algorithm for detection of R peaks 

based on the ECG signals of humans. Detection of R peaks for humans with the standard PT algorithm is 

shown in (a) and (c), and detection of R peaks for humans with the proposed algorithm is shown in (b) and 

(d). 

 

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we select 43 representative ECG signals 

from the MIT-BIH standard ECG database for testing. In addition to the sensitivity and the precision in Eqs.2 

and 3, we select the error rate as one of the evaluation indexes, which is expressed as 

1
TP

ER
TP FP TN FN

 
           (4) 

The testing results are listed in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the average accuracy rate can reach 99.71%, 

which meets the clinical standard (99% [24]). For some ECG signals, the accuracy rates can even be better, 

such as 99.96% for No. 100, No. 109 and No. 112. However, for No. 114 signal, the failed detection is very 

high (5.58%), which may be caused by the noise interference and the variation of waveforms. ECG signals 

segments disturbed by a mass of noise would cause detection error and would need to be discarded in HR 

detection. Furthermore, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm (PM) with the PT 

algorithm [11] and a wavelet transform algorithm (WT) [25] for human HR detection. The failed detection 

of the proposed algorithm is approximately half of that for the PT algorithm. Although the failed detection 

of the proposed algorithm is approximately two times higher than that of the wavelet transform algorithm, 

the proposed algorithm runs faster than the wavelet transform because it does not detect the modulus 

maxima and the Lipschitz exponent. 
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Table 2. Results of HR Detection are Tested Using the PM, WT and PT Algorithm for Comparing the Error 
Rates 

Tape(No.) 
Total 

(No.Beats) 

Error rate (%) 
Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) 

PM PT WT 

100 2273 0.04 0 0 99.96 99.96 

101 1865 0 0.43 0 100 100 

102 2187 0.09 0 0.11 99.91 99.95 

103 2083 0 0 0 100 100 

104 2229 0 0.04 0.45 100 100 

105 2572 0.93 3.46 1.09 99.07 99.92 

106 2027 0.59 0.05 0.25 99.41 100 

107 2137 0.65 0.09 0 99.35 100 

108 1763 0.17 12.54 1.59 99.83 100 

109 2532 0.04 0.04 0 99.96 100 

111 2124 0.05 0.05 0.09 99.95 100 

112 2538 0.04 0.04 0.12 99.96 99.96 

113 1794 0 0 0.11 100 100 

114 1879 5.58 1.06 0 94.42 98.58 

115 1952 0 0 0 100 100 

116 2394 0.21 1.04 0.04 99.79 99.83 

117 1535 0.13 0.13 0.07 99.87 99.93 

118 2278 0 0.04 0.04 100 100 

119 1987 0 0.05 0.05 100 100 

121 1863 0.11 0.59 0.16 99.89 99.95 

122 2476 0.04 0.08 0 99.96 99.96 

123 1518 0.06 0 0 99.94 99.93 

124 1619 0.12 0 0 99.88 100 

200 2601 0.23 0.35 0.04 99.77 99.96 

201 1963 0.76 0.51 0.66 99.24 99.95 

202 2136 0.12 0.19 0.05 99.91 100 

205 2656 0.48 0.08 0.04 99.52 99.89 

208 2956 0.64 0.6 0.14 99.36 99.46 

209 3004 0 0.1 0 100 100 

212 2747 0 0 0 100 100 

213 3251 0.15 0.09 0 99.85 99.88 

214 2262 0.13 0.26 0.87 99.87 99.96 

215 3363 0.12 0.03 0.4 99.88 99.88 

217 2208 0.23 0.45 0.09 99.77 99.95 

220 2048 0.1 0 0 99.9 99.9 

221 2427 0.2 0.29 0.08 99.8 99.92 

223 2605 0.04 0.04 0.08 99.96 100 

228 2053 0.68 1.46 0.49 99.32 99.85 

230 2256 0 0.04 0 100 100 

231 1570 0 0 0 100 100 

232 1780 0.11 0.39 0 99.89 100 

233 3079 0.58 0.03 0 99.42 99.61 

234 2753 0 0 0 100 100 

43 97343 0.29 0.48 0.14 99.71 99.91 
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4. Discussion 

HR detection methods have been studied for many years. However, most of them involve humans rather 

than animals. For various species, the HRs are very different, and their ECG curves are complicated. 

Therefore, some QRS detection methods developed for humans are difficult to apply to animals because 

some parameters in these methods, which must be predefined according to certain features of ECG signals 

from humans, cannot be appropriately set. A method used for detecting the QRS complex of ECG signals 

from animals should include common features of ECG signals from different species. Through observation, 

we found that the local maximum points on the square of the first derivative of the filtered ECG signals 

corresponding to the R wave are much higher than the other local maximum points, and thus, a clustering 

algorithm was chosen to search the target points. 

The goal of the work is to detect the HR of unknown species based on ECG signals, which implies that 

some prior information about the species cannot be used. Some QRS predictors require knowing the rough 

periods of ECG signals, but it is difficult when the source of the ECG signal is unknown. The strategy for RR 

intervals in this work is coarse-to-fine detection, and the accurate RR intervals are obtained from the rough 

RR intervals. The rough RR intervals clearly play a role in the species recognition system, which is combined 

with a decision tree and clustering algorithm. Indeed, the rough RR intervals can approximate the real RR 

intervals and serve as a good feature for species recognition (see Fig. 4).To the best of our knowledge, this 

method has not been proposed before. 

There are limitations and insufficiency in this work. First, the evaluation of the algorithm performance for 

detecting the HR of animals is not sufficient. There are databases, i.e., the MIT-BIH database, for human HR 

detection with references, but a standard ECG database of animals for reference and comparison is still 

lacking. Despite this lack of reference data, observations show that qualitative evaluation based on 

experimental data is feasible. Second, in the species recognition step, to develop a relatively fast procedure, 

only two features are selected. While taking into account the efficiency, more suitable features should be 

considered to increase the accuracy. Third, the error in species recognition would influence the accuracy of 

HR detection. For example, a selected time interval of detection that is larger than a suitable time interval 

will lead to missed detection. Last, but not least, the width of the sliding window in the improved PT 

algorithm is set by empirical values (see Table 1). However, these empirical values can be further adjusted 

by researching additional data to improve the HR detection. In addition, adjusting the sliding window 

automatically based on previous results rather than empirical values would be an improvement. 

5. Conclusion 

We have proposed a novel method based on the standard PT algorithm to detect the HR of previously 

unknown species. The principle of the method is using the results of species recognition to adjust the 

parameters in the PT algorithm for HR detection in real time. The species recognition is achieved by using a 

decision tree for classification in which two features are extracted from the processed ECG signal segments 

and are used as training and testing data. Without prior information about the test subjects, the method can 

detect the HR of rats, mice, frogs, humans and rabbits with high accuracy. In particular, by using the 

proposed algorithm to test some ECG signals of humans from the MIT-BIH database, the average accuracy 

rate can reach 99.71%. In future work, the application of the HR detection method to more species can be 

investigated. 
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